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Abstract. This paper is triggered by a concern for the methodological
soundness of research papers in RE. We propose a number of criteria for
methodological soundness, and apply these to a random sample of 37
submissions to the RE’03 conference. From this application, we draw a
number of conclusions that we claim are valid for a larger sample than
just these 37 submissions. Our major observation is that most submis-
sions in our sample are solution-oriented: they present a solution and
illustrate it with a problem, rather than search for a solution to a given
problem class; and most papers do not analyze why and when a solution
works or does not work. We end with discussion of the need to improve
the methodological soundness of research papers in RE.

1 Introduction

This paper is triggered by a concern for the methodological soundness of submis-
sions to RE conferences, and also by an attempt to improve the methodological
structure of our own papers. Although ten years of RE research has produced
many results, uptake by industry is slower than can be expected by the speed
at which research results are produced. Also, the RE knowledge base has a
peculiar structure that resembles a garden with a thousand flowers, with each
gardener tending his or her own plot, rather than it resembles a single building
where workers build upon each others results. There are many different schools
of thought, each revolving around one technique, proposing additions, variations
and improvements. Occassionally a completely novel technique is proposed, lead-
ing to a new stream of papers. Why has this fecundity not lead to a massive
improvement of RE practice? Our hypothesis is that this is because the research
methodology by which these results have been produced, is not sound. If we
would use a sound research methodology, we would build upon each other’s re-
sults, validating what has been proposed before, relating our solutions to real
problem classes, and analyzing problems that have not yet been solved. Our aim
in this paper is not to validate this hypothesis but to answer a more modest
question, namely



– What is the methodological structure of submissions to RE conferences?

To answer this question, we set out a checklist of criteria for methodological
soundness (section 2), applied these to 37 randomly chosen submissions to the
RE’03 conference (section 3), tabulated our observations (section 4) and analyzed
them (section 5). This gave us more insight in the nature of the problem, or at
least of what we consider to be a problem, and indicated some lessons learned
by which to improve our research methodology (section 6).

2 Criteria for Methodological Soundness

2.1 Knowledge problems and action problems

To set up a list of criteria for methodological soundness, we start from the obser-
vation that each research paper proposes a solution to a problem. We distinguish
two kinds of problems:

– Action problems consist of a difference between the way we perceive the
world to be and the way we think it should be. We normally solve an action
problem by changing the state of the world. As a side effect, this produces
knowledge, and in special cases, this knowledge may even be sufficient to
make the problem go away. By trying to implement a change we may learn
that the world is quite different from what we thought it to be, and that it in
fact already agrees with our desires. However, the general approach to solving
an action problem is to change the world, not to change our perception of
the world.

– Knowledge problems consist of a lack of knowledge about the world. To
solve a knowledge problem, we need to change the state of our knowledge,
and when we do that, we try not to change the world. As a by-product
of gathering knowledge we usually do change the world, e.g. by doing an
experiment or by observing people (who thereby may change their behavior).
However, the intention still is to change our knowledge state without altering
the state of the world.

Given this distinction, we can distinguish papers presenting a solution to an
action problem and papers presenting a solution to a knowledge problem.

– An example of a knowledge problem in RE is the lack of knowledge of the
structure of RE negotiations. A paper contributing to a solution of this
problem would study RE negotiations and report about the structures found.

– Another example of a knowledge problem is the lack of in-depth knowledge
of RE processes in health care. A paper treating this problem could present
the results of a case study of an RE process for a health care application.

– An example of an action problem in RE is the need for better integration
of formal and informal techniques for RE. A paper treating this problem
could propose an integrated technique and explicitly show that it solves the
problem to some extent. If its contribution to knowledge has been explicitly
related to the scientific body of knowledge, this paper would contribute to
our knowledge of possible solutions to this action problem.



– Another example of an RE action problem is the need for repeatability in
RE processes over different project groups. A paper analysing this problem
could investigate a large number of RE processes and search for causes of
variability. Such a paper would contribute to our knowledge of the action
problem, and so would solve a knowledge problem to some extent. Another
kind of paper could take this analysis as a starting point, propose a solution
to the action problem and show that this improves the situation to some
extent. This paper would contribute to our knowledge about solutions to
this action problem.

We now distinguish papers into those that treat an action problem and those
that treat knowledge problems.

2.2 Criteria for the presentation of a solution to an action problem

When a paper presents a solution to an action problem, it should answer the
following questions:

– Which action problem is solved?
– What is the relevance of this solution?
– How was the problem solved?
– Is the solution valid?

Appendix A gives the complete checklist based on these questions. Here we dis-
cuss each of the criteria in turn. First, Which action problem is solved? Action
problems consist of problematic phenomena in the world, and so they can be
structured by identifying the relevant phenomena and the norms with respect
to which these phenomena are problematic. Norms may have to be justified, e.g.
whose norms are they, or are they part of a wider system of norms? In addition,
the relationship between norms and phenomena may have to be explained, e.g. to
which phenomena do the norms apply? Where there are norms, there are stake-
holders and these may have to be named explicitly. Finally, every action problem
is usually part of a bundle of problems. Are these problems distinguished? Are
are priorities given to the problems in the bundle? Did the author make a choice
which of the problems in the bundle to discuss in the paper?

Second, once it is clear which action problem is solved, the relevance of the
proposed solution for theory and practice should be indicated. Does the solution
contain a significant addition to our knowledge base? Does it contribute to an
advance in practice?

Third, How was the problem solved? To solve a problem, it must be analyzed
first. Note that the analysis of a problem bundle is a knowledge problem itself
that may deserve a paper in itself. To analyze a problem in the real world, one
must identify (classes of) phenomena and find causal relationships between them.
Based on a problem analysis, criteria for a solution must be identified. Next,
solutions should be generated. This may be by stroke of genius, or alternatively
the author may have had a systematic way of finding solutions. In any case, is
the method for generating solutions indicated? Usually, there is more than one



solution. Were alternatives considered and is there an argument for the chosen
solution in terms of solution properties and an evaluation of the solution against
the criteria? Note that this too is a knowledge problem that may deserve a paper
in its own right.

Solutions to action problems may be implemented. Is the implementation
described and is it evaluated? Implementation evaluation may involve setting up
operationalized criteria for success, justifying those criteria, performing obser-
vations and relating the observations to the original action problem. Again, this
is a knowledge problem that may deserve a separate paper to report about.

Finally, Is the solution valid? Why should the reader believe that the solution
worked for this particular problem? And if it worked for this particular problem,
for which other problems is the solution claimed to work as well? These questions
concern internal and external validity, respectively.

Discussion. We consider these criteria to evaluate the structure of papers that
treat solutions to action problems self-evident. As far as we are concerned, they
follow from the definition and analysis of action problems. They are based on
what we think is a consensus in the literature [1–6]. However, what we consider
self-evident and consensual may be false or misguided. After we discuss our appli-
cation of these criteria to 37 RE submissions, we will discuss the appropriateness
of our criteria for papers about action problems.

At this point we must make clear that we do not mean that each paper
about action problems should satisfy all these criteria. The criteria can be used
to position and analyze a paper to see what contribution is proposes. However,
if the paper falls short on all of these criteria, we submit that it is not about an
action problem. In that case it should be made clear what the paper is about.

A second remark is that each action problem contains three knowledge prob-
lems: Problem analysis, solution analysis, and implementation analysis. We will
return to this point after we discussed the structure of papers solving a knowl-
edge problem.

2.3 Criteria for the presentation of a solution to a knowledge
problem

We only consider empirical knowledge problems, not mathematical knowledge
problems. So our knowledge problems are about phenomena in the real world,
not about logical relationships or mathematical constructs. We claim that all
knowledge problems have the structure proposed below. Again, this is based
on our analysis of the structure of knowledge problems and our reading of the
literature [7–11].

Analogous to action problems, we can ask the following questions about a
paper presenting a solution to a knowledge problem.

– Which knowledge problem is solved?
– What is the relevance of this solution?
– How was the problem solved?



– Is the solution valid?

The corresponding checklist is given in appendix B. First, Which knowledge
problem is solved? Empirical knowledge problems are identified by the phenom-
ena of interest and the properties of those phenomena that we are interested in.
(Sometimes, these properties are called variables but we will not do that here.)
The knowledge problem may consist of finding causal relationships among the
phenomena. It may also consist of simply finding the value of the properties of
interest in the observed situation. If there are several knowledge problems, are
they distinguished and prioritized? Is it clear which one the paper is proposing
to solve?

Second, just as for action problems, the next question is What is the relevance
of this solution? Again, the question is what the contribution to theory and to
practive is.

Third, How was the problem solved? This involves an explicit list of one or
more research questions to be asked, and a design of the research by which the
answer to these questions will be found. Note incidentally how a knowledge prob-
lem contains an action problem (research design). This makes the relationship
between action problems and knowledge problems recursive, for we saw above
that each action problem contains knowledge problems.

A description of research design involves a description of the units of obser-
vation and a description of the way data is collected. In a fully-blown research
design, we also need to know how the properties to be observed are operational-
ized, i.e. what the relationship is between what is actually observed and these
properties. This may involve introducing indicators (properties that can be ob-
served) that have a causal relationship with the properties of interest.

Having designed the research, we perform it, i.e. we perform observations.
Here we can ask according to which procedure the observations were done and
what happened when this procedure was followed. Observations made must be
analyzed. Are there theoretical explanations of the observations? Are fallacies in
the interpretation of the data avoided?

Finally, Is the solution valid? Just as for action problems, we can ask for
internal validity and external validity. Internal validity is here the soundness
of the research design, i.e. the research does indeed provide information about
the properties of interest. External validity is the validity of the answers to the
research questions for a larger population than the sample studied.

Discussion. We claim that the proposed structure of reports about solutions
to knowledge problems is applicable to all empirical knowledge problems. In
particular, it is applicable to the three knowledge problems that appear in action
problems: problem analysis, solution analysis and implementation analysis. This
checklist can thus be viewed as a refinement of the appropriate parts of the
checklist for action problems. If a paper discusses a solution to a knowledge
problem in the context of an action problem, both checklists should be used.



3 Case study

We analyzed 37 randomly chosen submissions the RE’03 conference by scoring
them on our checklists. Seven of these were accepted papers, so the acceptance
rate in our sample is 19%, which is identical to the acceptance rate of the con-
ference. One of us scored all papers on the checklists and the scores were verified
by the other.3 We believe this gives a reasonable internal validity of our scores.
That is, we believe that even if a third person who would apply the checklists
on these 37 papers might occassionaly give a different score on one attribute to
a paper, our results below would not change significantly.

We cannot make a similar claim for external validity: Our sample is too small
to generalize over all submissions to all RE conferences. However, the reader
may nevertheless gather knowledge from our results if he or she recognizes these
patterns in RE papers he or she is familiar with.

4 Observations

Problem definition. About one third of the papers we reviewed are about knowl-
edge problems. Three of these discussed both an action problem and a knowledge
problem. Our sample thus contains a bias towards action problem.

Action problems.

– Action problem definition. Almost all papers about action problems
make clear what the relevant phenomena and relevant norms are, and who
the stakeholders are. However, the norms used in the paper are usually not
motivated. About one 10 papers do give a motivation but in 7 of these the
motivation is so weak that we are not sure it is present.
Almost all papers discuss action problems in isolation: Only three papers
consider problem bundles and give priorities to the problems in the bundle.
Related to this, most papers about action problems contained no problem
analysis, or one so weak that we are not sure it is present.

– Action problem solution generation. Only three papers in our sample
indicated their method of solution generation. The others did not do so, or
did it so very weakly and we are not sure a method is described. There is
little attention in giving the criteria for evaluating proposed solutions: Two
papers gacve these criteria, the others did not, or did it so weakly that we
are not sure criteria were given.

– Solution choice. About half (18) papers gave an argument for the selected
solution, but half of these (10) did so very weakly. Alternatives are usu-
ally not considered. Only three papers gave clear attention to alternative
solutions and gave an argument for the selected option.

– Implementation. There is little attention to implementations in our sam-
ple. Only four papers described an implementation of the solution.

3 This biases the results because the verifier has not formed an independent judgement.



Knowledge problems.

– Knowledge problem definition. There is hardly any attention to this in
our sample: Only one paper listed research questions.

– Research design. Most knowledge papers did describe this. Eight papers in
our sample, i.e. most of the papers describing a knowledge problem, described
a research design. Those papers also described observations done.
There was less attention to operationalizations of the properties to be ob-
served. Only two papers in our sample spend attention to this.
Only one paper analyzed the results of observation, albeit very weakly. None
of the papers provided explicit explanations of the observations in terms of
a theory.

Validity. This is not a point of attention for the papers in our sample. Only
four papers spend attention on the validity of the results. Four other papers
discussed validity so weakly that we are not sure they did so, and the others did
not discuss validity.

Relevance. Most papers claim relevance: About 20 papers claim a contribution
to practice. However, half of these do this in a very weak way, i.e. we are not sure
they really do make such a claim. Only 5 papers make a claim of contributing
something to the state of knowledge. Three of these actually set out to solve a
knowledge problem. So most papers that are about knowledge problems do not
make clear what their contribution to knowledge is.

5 Analysis

The chosen sample of papers has a slant towards action problems above knowl-
edge problems. Action problems are usually considered in isolation, and the
relevant norms that make phenomena problematic are not motivated. Problem
anlysis is most papers about action problems is weak or absent.

Solutions are usually simply proposed and criteria by which solutions are
to be evaluated are usually not given. Often, no alternatives are given and the
only solution considered is the solution argued for. One explanation of these
observations is that the author already knew the solution to be described, and
added a single problem that illustrates this solution and also gives an occassion
to give arguments favoring this solution.

The emphasis of most papers is on presentation of solutions to action prob-
lems rather than considering different kinds of solutions for a problem class.
There is no effort at evaluating or generalizing solutions (no external validity).

The papers in the sample are slanted towards solution description, not to-
wards implementation description and analysis.

The papers describing knowledge problems do usually not list their research
questions. Research designs are usually described, but observation results are
not usually analyzed nor explained. If the knowledge problem is investigated in
the context of an action problem (i.e. it is a problem analysis, a solution analysis,



or an implementation analysis), then paper do not usually ask why something
works, where and when it works,and when it does not work; and it is not usually
asked whether it works better than what we already have.

6 Discussion and Conclusions

The picture of methodological soundness emerging from this is pretty bleak. Let
us assume that our observations and analysis is internally valid for this sample.
As we already indicated, the sample size is too small to conclude anything about
all RE submissions, nor even about all RE’03 submissions. However, the reader
may recognize phenomena that he or she observed in papers read by him- or
herself.

Applying our own checklist to our own paper, we set out a problem context,
asked a research question, set out the framework by which we answered the
question, described the case study, tabulated the obnservations, analyzed them
and discussed the validity of the results. But how can we explain the results?

One response to the results is that there is nothing to be explained, because
we do not know whether these results are valid for a significantly large population
of RE papers. This may be so, but here we will proceed on the assumption that
the results are valid for a significantly large population of RE papers.

Proceeding on this assumption, a second response is that researchers in re-
quirements engineering are more interested in proposing new solutions than in
analyzing problems, investigating known solutions, or investigating existing im-
plementations. This in turn may be caused by the desire of researchers to create
a paradigm shift, or a revolutionary new technique and establish a name this
way. However, these explanations are very speculative and it will be very hard
to verify them empirically.

A third possible response is to forget about possible explanations and look at
our original action problem: How can we improve the methodological structure of
RE papers? This takes us back to our checklists. Can we use these as guidelines
for researchers to design their research? We think so, and our argument is that
these checklists are based on accepted theories in research methodology [8, 12, 9,
13, 14, 3, 4, 15, 16].

However, a fourth possible response is that these checklists are not applicable
to the kind of research done in RE. For example, it may be said that our checklist
for knowledge problems are oriented to standard empirical research, whereas an
analysis of our sample shows that RE researchers do design research, oriented to
proposing novel solutions. We do not agree with this argument: We do not see
why doing a problem analysis, analyzing a proposed solution, or analyzing an
implemented solution are different kinds of research questions than those asked
in other empirical sciences.

It may also be said that our checklist for action problems is not applicable
to design research. Again, we do not agree with this: Proposing a novel de-
sign solution without problem analysis or solution evaluation is like proposing a



physical experiment without listing a research question to be answered by the
experiment, nor performing measurements with the experiment.

The safest conclusion is that there is a need for a debate about research
methodology in RE that shows either that our results are not valid for most RE
papers, or shows that there is a need for better education in research methodol-
ogy in RE.
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A Checklist for Papers about Solutions to Action
Problems

1. Which action problem is solved?



(a) Phenomena
(b) Norms
(c) Relationship between norms and reality
(d) Stakeholders
(e) Priorities

2. What is the relevance of this solution?
(a) For theory
(b) For practice

3. How was the problem solved?
(a) Problem analysis

i. Causal relationships between phenomena
(b) Criteria for solutions
(c) Method for solution generation
(d) Choice of a solution

i. Alternatives
ii. Solution properties
iii. Solution evaluation

(e) Implementation description
(f) Implementation evaluation

i. Criteria
ii. Justification of criteria
iii. Observations
iv. Relating observations to action problem

4. Is the solution valid?
(a) Internal validity
(b) External validity

B Checklist for Papers about Solutions to Knowledge
Problems

1. Which knowledge problem is solved?
(a) Phenomena
(b) Properties
(c) Causal relationships to be investigated
(d) Priorities

2. What is the relevance of this solution?
(a) For theory
(b) For practice

3. How was the problem solved?
(a) Research questions
(b) Research design

i. Units of observation
ii. Data collection method
iii. Operationalization

(c) Observation
i. Observation procedure
ii. Description of what happened

(d) Analysis
i. Theoretical explanations
ii. Fallacies avoided?

4. Is the solution valid?
(a) Internal validity
(b) External validity


